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Analyzing your data

So far we’ve covered indexing and searching your data, but what actually happens
when you send data to Elasticsearch? What happens to the text sent in a document
to Elasticsearch? How can Elasticsearch find specific words within sentences, even
when the case changes? For example, when a user searches for “nosql,” generally
you’d like a document containing the sentence “share your experience with NoSql
& big data technologies” to match, because it contains the word NoSql. You can use
the information you learned in the previous chapter to do a query_string search
for “nosql” and find the document. In this chapter you’ll learn why using the query
string query will return the document. Once you finish this chapter you’ll have a

This chapter covers
■ Analyzing your document’s text with 

Elasticsearch
■ Using the analysis API
■ Tokenization
■ Character filters
■ Token filters
■ Stemming
■ Analyzers included with Elasticsearch
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better idea how Elasticsearch’s analysis allows you to search your document set in a
more flexible manner.

5.1 What is analysis?
Analysis is the process Elasticsearch performs on the body of a document before the
document is sent off to be added to the inverted index. Elasticsearch goes through a
number of steps for every analyzed field before the document is added to the index: 

■ Character filtering—Transforms the characters using a character filter
■ Breaking text into tokens—Breaks the text into a set of one or more tokens
■ Token filtering—Transforms each token using a token filter
■ Token indexing—Stores those tokens into the index

We’ll talk about each step in more detail next, but first let’s look at the entire pro-
cess summed up in a diagram. Figure 5.1 shows the text “share your experience with
NoSql & big data technologies” transformed into the analyzed tokens: share, your,
experience, with, nosql, big, data, tools, and technologies. The presented analyzer
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Figure 5.1 Overview of the analysis process of a custom analyzer using standard components
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is a custom analyzer created using provided character filters, tokenizers, and token fil-
ters. Later in this chapter we discuss the custom analyzer in more depth.

5.1.1 Character filtering

As you can see in the upper left of the figure, Elasticsearch first runs the character fil-
ters; these filters are used to transform particular character sequences into other char-
acter sequences. This can be used for things like stripping HTML out of text or
converting an arbitrary number of characters into other characters (perhaps correct-
ing the text-message shortening of “I love u 2” into “I love you too”). In figure 5.1 we
use the character filter to replace “&” with the word “and.”

5.1.2 Breaking into tokens

After the text has had the character filters applied, it needs to be split into pieces that
can be operated on. Lucene itself doesn’t act on large strings of data; instead, it acts
on what are known as tokens. Tokens are generated out of a piece of text, which results
in any number (even zero!) of tokens. In English, for example, a common tokeniza-
tion that can be used is the standard tokenizer, which splits text into tokens, based on
whitespace like spaces and newlines, but also on some characters like the dash. In fig-
ure 5.1 this is represented by breaking the string “share your experience with NoSql
and big data technologies” into the tokens share, your, experience, with, NoSql, and,
big, data, and technologies.

5.1.3 Token filtering

Once the block of text has been converted into tokens, Elasticsearch will then apply
what are called token filters to each token. These token filters take a token as input and
can modify, add, or remove more tokens as needed. One of the most useful and com-
mon examples of a token filter is the lowercase token filter, which takes in a token and
lowercases it to ensure that you will be able to find a get-together about “NoSql” when
searching for the term “nosql.” The tokens can go through more than one token fil-
ter, each doing different things to the tokens to mold the data into the best format for
your index.

 In the example in figure 5.1 there are three token filters: the first lowercasing the
tokens, the second removing the stopword “and” (we’ll talk about stopwords later in this
chapter), and the third adding the term “tools” to “technologies,” using synonyms.

5.1.4 Token indexing

After the tokens have gone through zero or more token filters, they’re sent to Lucene
to be indexed for the document. These tokens make up the inverted index we dis-
cussed back in chapter 1.

 Together, these different parts make up an analyzer, which can also be defined as
zero or more character filters, a tokenizer, and zero or more token filters. There are
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some prebuilt analyzers we’ll talk about later on in this chapter that you can use with-
out having to construct your own, but first we’ll talk about the individual components
of an analyzer.

Now that you have an understanding of what goes on during Elasticsearch’s analysis
phase, let’s talk about how analyzers are specified for fields in your mapping and how
custom analyzers are specified.

5.2 Using analyzers for your documents
Knowing about the different types of analyzers and token filters is fine, but before
they can actually be used, Elasticsearch needs to know how you want to use them. For
instance, you can specify in the mapping which individual tokenizer and token filters
to use for an analyzer and which analyzer to use for which field.

 There are two ways to specify analyzers that can be used by your fields: 

■ When the index is created, as settings for that particular index
■ As global analyzers in the configuration file for Elasticsearch 

Generally, to be more flexible, it’s easier to specify analyzers at the index-creation
time, which is also when you want to specify your mappings. This allows you to create
new indices with updated or entirely different analyzers. On the other hand, if you
find yourself using the same set of analyzers across your indices without changing
them very often, you can also save some bandwidth by putting the analyzers into the
configuration file. Examine how you’re using Elasticsearch and pick the option that
works best for you. You could even combine the two and put the analyzers that are
used by all of your indices into the configuration file and specify additional analyzers
for added stability when you create indices.

 Regardless of the way you specify your custom analyzers, you’ll need to specify
which field uses which analyzer in the mapping of your index, either by specifying the
mapping when the index is created or using the “put mapping API” to specify it at a
later time.

Analysis while executing a search
Depending on what kind of query you use, this analysis can also be applied to the
search text before the search is performed against the index. In particular, queries
such as the match and match_phrase queries perform analysis before searching,
and queries like the term and terms query do not. It’s important to keep this in mind
when debugging why a particular search matches or doesn’t match a document—it
might be analyzed differently than what you expect! There’s even a configuration
option to configure a different analyzer for the searched text than for the indexed text.
More on this when we discuss the ngram analyzer. Check section 4.2.1 for more
details on the match and term queries.
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5.2.1 Adding analyzers when an index is created

In chapter 3 you saw some of the settings when an index is created, notably settings
for the number of primary and replica shards for an index, which look something like
the following listing.

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/myindex' -d '
{
  "settings" : {
    "number_of_shards": 2,        
    "number_of_replicas": 1   
  },
  "mappings" : {
    ...           
  }
}'

Adding a custom analyzer is done by specifying another map in the settings configura-
tion under the index key. This key should specify the custom analyzer you want to use,
and it can also contain the custom tokenizer, token filters, and char filters that the
index can use. The next listing shows a custom analyzer that specifies custom parts for
all the analysis steps. This is a complex example, so we’ve added some headings to
show the different parts. Don’t worry about all the code details yet because we’ll go
through them later on in this chapter.

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/myindex' -d '
{
  "settings" : {
    "number_of_shards": 2,       
    "number_of_replicas": 1,     
    "index": {                              
      "analysis": {                                               

Custom analyzer

        "analyzer": {             
          "myCustomAnalyzer": {                  
            "type": "custom",                         
            "tokenizer": "myCustomTokenizer",                     
            "filter": ["myCustomFilter1", "myCustomFilter2"],   
            "char_filter": ["myCustomCharFilter"]    
          }
        },

Listing 5.1 Setting the number of primary and replica shards

Listing 5.2 Adding a custom analyzer during index creation

Specifying custom settings 
for the index, here specifying 
two primary shards

Specifying 
one replica

Mappings for 
the index

Other settings for 
the index that we’ve 
covered beforeOther

index-level
settings

Analysis settings 
for this index

Specifying a 
custom analyzer in 
the analyzer object

Custom 
analyzer named 
myCustomAnalyzerIt’s of type

custom.

Uses myCustom-
Tokenizer to 
tokenize text

Specifies two filters that text should 
be run through, myCustomFilter1 
and myCustomFilter2

Specifies custom char filter,
myCustomCharFilter, that

will run before other
analysis
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Tokenizer
        "tokenizer": {
          "myCustomTokenizer": {    
            "type": "letter"        
          }                         

Custom filters
        },
        "filter": {
          "myCustomFilter1": {      
            "type": "lowercase"     
          },                        
          "myCustomFilter2": {      
            "type": "kstem"         
          }                         
        },

Character filter
        "char_filter": {
          "myCustomCharFilter": {               
            "type": "mapping",                  
            "mappings": ["ph=>f", "u=>you"]     
          }                                     
        }
      }
    }
  },

Mappings
  "mappings" : {      
    ...               
  }                   
}'

The mappings have been left out of the code listing here because we’ll cover how to
specify the analyzer for a field in section 5.2.3. In this example you create a custom ana-
lyzer called myCustomAnalyzer, which uses the custom tokenizer myCustomTokenizer,
two custom filters named myCustomFilter1 and myCustomFilter2, and a custom char-
acter filter named myCustomCharFilter (notice a trend here?). Each of these separate
analysis parts is given in its respective JSON submaps. You can specify multiple analyz-
ers with different names and combine them into custom analyzers to give you flexible
analysis options when indexing and searching.

 Now that you have a sense of what adding custom analyzers looks like when an
index is created, let’s look at the same analyzers added to the Elasticsearch configura-
tion itself.

5.2.2 Adding analyzers to the Elasticsearch configuration

In addition to specifying analyzers with settings during index creation, adding analyz-
ers into the Elasticsearch configuration file is another supported way to specify cus-
tom analyzers. But there are tradeoffs to this method; if you specify the analyzers
during index creation, you’ll always be able to make changes to the analyzers without

Specifies custom 
tokenizer of type letter

Two custom token filters, 
one for lowercasing and 
another using kstem

Custom char filter that 
translates characters 
to other mappings

Mappings for 
creating the index
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restarting Elasticsearch. But if you specify the analyzers in the Elasticsearch configura-
tion, you’ll need to restart Elasticsearch to pick up any changes you make to the ana-
lyzers. On the flip side, you’ll have less data to send when creating indices. Although
it’s generally easier to specify them at index creation for a larger degree of flexibility,
if you plan to never change your analyzers, you can go ahead and put them into the
configuration file.

 Specifying analyzers in the elasticsearch.yml configuration file is similar to specify-
ing them as JSON; here are the same custom analyzers from the previous section but
specified in the configuration YAML file:

index:
  analysis:
    analyzer:
      myCustomAnalyzer:
        type: custom
        tokenizer: myCustomTokenizer
        filter: [myCustomFilter1, myCustomFilter2]
        char_filter: myCustomCharFilter
    tokenizer:
      myCustomTokenizer:
        type: letter
    filter:
      myCustomFilter1:
        type: lowercase
      myCustomFilter2:
        type: kstem
    char_filter:
      myCustomCharFilter:
        type: mapping
        mappings: ["ph=>f", "u =>you"]

5.2.3 Specifying the analyzer for a field in the mapping

There’s one piece of the puzzle left to solve before you can analyze fields with custom
analyzers: how to specify that a particular field in the mapping should be analyzed
using one of your custom analyzers. It’s simple to specify the analyzer for a field by set-
ting the analyzer field on a mapping. For instance, if you had the mapping for a field
called description, specifying the analyzer would look like this:

{
  "mappings" : {
    "document" : {
      "properties" : {
        "description" : {
          "type" : "string",
          "analyzer" : "myCustomAnalyzer"      
        }
      }
    }
  }
}

Specifying the analyzer 
myCustomAnalyzer for 
the description field
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If you want a particular field to not be analyzed at all, you need to specify the index
field with the not_analyzed setting. This keeps the text as a single token without any
kind of modification (no lowercasing or anything). It looks something like this:

{
  "mappings" : {
    "document" : {
      "properties" : {
        "name" : {
          "type" : "string",
          "index" : "not_analyzed"    
        }
      }
    }
  }
}

A common pattern for fields where you may want to search on both the analyzed and
verbatim text of a field is to place them in multi-fields.

USING MULTI-FIELD TYPE TO STORE DIFFERENTLY ANALYZED TEXT

Often it’s helpful to be able to search on both the analyzed version of a field as well as
the original, non-analyzed text. This is especially useful for things like aggregations or
sorting on a string field. Elasticsearch makes this simple to do by using multi-fields,
which you first saw in chapter 3. Take the name field of groups in the get-together
index, for example; you may want to be able to sort on the name field but search
through it using analysis. You can specify a field that does both like this:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/get-together' -d '

{
    "mappings": {
        "group": {
            "properties": {
                "name": {
                    "type": "string",
                    "analyzer": "standard",    
                    "fields": {
                        "raw": {
                            "index": "not_analyzed",    
                            "type": "string"
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}'

We’ve covered how to specify analyzers; now we’ll show you a neat way to check how
any arbitrary text can be analyzed: the analyze API.

Specifying that the 
name field is not 
to be analyzed

The original analysis, 
using the standard 
analyzer, can be left out 
and is the default.

A raw version of the 
field, which isn’t 
analyzed
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5.3 Analyzing text with the analyze API
Using the analyze API to test the analysis process can be extremely helpful when track-
ing down how information is being stored in your Elasticsearch indices. This API
allows you to send any text to Elasticsearch, specifying what analyzer, tokenizer, or
token filters to use, and get back the analyzed tokens. The following listing shows an
example of what the analyze API looks like, using the standard analyzer to analyze the
text “share your experience with NoSql & big data technologies.”

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?analyzer=standard' -d 'share your 
experience with NoSql & big data technologies'
"tokens" : [ {
    "token" : "share",
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 5,             
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "your",
    "start_offset" : 6,
    "end_offset" : 10,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 2
  }, {
    "token" : "experience",
    "start_offset" : 11,
    "end_offset" : 21,            
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 3
  }, {
    "token" : "with",
    "start_offset" : 22,
    "end_offset" : 26,            
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 4
  }, {
    "token" : "nosql",
    "start_offset" : 27,
    "end_offset" : 32,            
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 5
  }, {
    "token" : "big",
    "start_offset" : 35,
    "end_offset" : 38,            
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 6
  }, {
    "token" : "data",
    "start_offset" : 39,
    "end_offset" : 43,            

Listing 5.3 Example of using the analyze API

The analyzed 
tokens: share, your, 
experience, with, 
nosql, big, data, 
and technologies
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    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 7
  }, {
    "token" : "technologies",
    "start_offset" : 44,
    "end_offset" : 56,            
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 8
  } ]
}

The most important output from the analysis API is the token key. The output is a list
of these maps, which gives you a representation of what the processed tokens (the
ones that are going to actually be written to the index) look like. For example, with
the text “share your experience with NoSql & big data technologies,” you get back
eight tokens: share, your, experience, with, nosql, big, data, and technologies.
Notice that in this case, with the standard analyzer, each token was lowercased and the
punctuation at the end of the sentence was removed. This is a great way to test docu-
ments to see how Elasticsearch will analyze them, and it has quite a few ways to cus-
tomize the analysis that’s performed on the text.

5.3.1 Selecting an analyzer

If you already have an analyzer in mind and want to see how it handles some text, you
can set the analyzer parameter to the name of the analyzer. We’ll go over the differ-
ent built-in analyzers in the next section, so keep this in mind if you want to try out
any of them!

 If you configured an analyzer in your elasticsearch.yml file, you can also reference
it by name in the analyzer parameter. Additionally, if you’ve created an index with a
custom analyzer similar to the example in listing 5.2, you can still use this analyzer by
name, but instead of using the HTTP endpoint of /_search, you’ll need to specify the
index first. An example using the index named get-together and an analyzer called
myCustomAnalyzer is shown here:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/get-together/_analyze?analyzer=myCustomAnalyzer' 
–d 'share your experience with NoSql & big data technologies'

5.3.2 Combining parts to create an impromptu analyzer

Sometimes you may not want to use a built-in analyzer but instead try out a combina-
tion of tokenizers and token filters—for instance, to see how a particular tokenizer
breaks up a sentence without any other analysis. With the analysis API you can specify
a tokenizer and a list of token filters to be used for analyzing the text. For example, if
you wanted to use the whitespace tokenizer (to split the text on spaces) and then use
the lowercase and reverse token filters, you could do so as follows:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/
_analyze?tokenizer=whitespace&filters=lowercase,reverse' -d 'share your 
experience with NoSql & big data technologies'

The analyzed 
tokens: share, your, 
experience, with, 
nosql, big, data, 
and technologies
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You’d get back the following tokens:

erahs, ruoy, ecneirepxe, htiw, lqson, &, gib, atad, seigolonhcet

This tokenizer first tokenized the sentence “share your experience with NoSql & big
data technologies” into the tokens share, your, experience, with, NoSql, &, big, data,
technologies. Next, it lowercased the tokens, and finally, it reversed each token to
get the provided terms.

5.3.3 Analyzing based on a field’s mapping

One more helpful thing about the analysis API once you start creating mappings for
an index is that Elasticsearch allows you to analyze based on a field where the map-
ping has already been created. If you create a mapping with a field description that
looks like this snippet

… other mappings …
"description": {
    "type": "string",
    "analyzer": "myCustomAnalyzer"
}

you can then use the analyzer associated with the field by specifying the field param-
eter with the request:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/get-together/_analyze?field=description' –d ' 
share your experience with NoSql & big data technologies'

The custom analyzer will automatically be used because it’s the analyzer associated
with the description field. Keep in mind that in order to use this, you’ll need to spec-
ify an index, because Elasticsearch needs to be able to get the mappings for a particu-
lar field from an index.

 Now that we’ve covered how to test out different analyzers using cURL, we’ll jump
into all the different analyzers that Elasticsearch provides for you out of the box. Keep
in mind that you can always create your own analyzer by combining the different parts
(tokenizers and token filters).

5.3.4 Learning about indexed terms using the terms vectors API

When thinking about the right analyzer, the _analyze endpoint of the previous sec-
tion is a fine method. But if you want to learn more about the terms in a certain docu-
ment, there’s a more effective way than going over all the separate fields. You can use
the endpoint _termvector to get more information about all the terms. Using the
endpoint you can learn about the terms, how often they occur in the document,
the index, and where they occur in the document.

 The basic usage of the _termvector endpoint looks like this:

% curl 'localhost:9200/get-together/group/1/_termvector?pretty=true'
{
  "_index" : "get-together",
  "_type" : "group",
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  "_id" : "1",
  "_version" : 1,
  "found" : true,
  "term_vectors" : {
    "description" : {    
      "field_statistics" : {    
        "sum_doc_freq" : 197, 
        "doc_count" : 12, 
        "sum_ttf" : 209               
      },
      "terms" : {                     
        "about" : {                  
          "term_freq" : 1,         
          "tokens" : [ {          
            "position" : 16,
            "start_offset" : 90,
            "end_offset" : 95
          } ]
        },
        "and" : {
          "term_freq" : 1,
          "tokens" : [ {
            "position" : 13,
            "start_offset" : 75,
            "end_offset" : 78
          } ]
        },
        "clojure" : {
          "term_freq" : 2,
          "tokens" : [ {
            "position" : 2,
            "start_offset" : 9,
            "end_offset" : 16
          }, {
            "position" : 17,
            "start_offset" : 96,
            "end_offset" : 103
          } ]
        },
… More terms omitted
      }
   }
}

There are some things you can configure, one of them being the term statistics; be
aware that this is a heavy operation. The following command shows how to change
this request. Now you request the terms statistics as well and mention the fields you
want statistics for:

% curl 'localhost:9200/get-together/group/1/_termvector?pretty=true' -d '{
    "fields" : ["description","tags"],
    "term_statistics" : true
}'

The field for which the 
terms information is 
returned

The statistics for the 
terms in this field

Sum the
documents

each term in
this field

occurs in.

Number of
documents

that contain
this field

Sum of all term frequencies in 
this field; will be more than 0 
if a term occurs multiple times 
in one document.

Object containing all 
the terms in the field 
description

The term that belongs 
with the provided data

The number of times the 
term occurs in the field

Array
containing the

location(s) that
the term can

be found in
the field
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Here’s part of the response. Only one term is shown, and the structure is the same as
the previous code sample:

"about" : {                 
          "doc_freq" : 2, 
          "ttf" : 2, 
          "term_freq" : 1,
          "tokens" : [ {
            "position" : 16,
            "start_offset" : 90,
            "end_offset" : 95
          } ]
        }

By now you’ve learned a lot about what analyzers do and how you can explore the out-
come of analyzers. You’ll keep using the _analyze and _termvector APIs when explor-
ing built-in analyzers in the next section.

5.4 Analyzers, tokenizers, and token filters, oh my!
In this section we’ll discuss the built-in analyzers, tokenizers, and token filters that
Elasticsearch provides. Elasticsearch provides a large number of them, such as lower-
casing, stemming, language-specific, synonyms, and so on, so you have a lot of flexibil-
ity to combine them in different ways to get your desired tokens.

5.4.1 Built-in analyzers

This section provides a rundown of the analyzers
that Elasticsearch comes with out of the box. Remem-
ber that an analyzer consists of an optional charac-
ter filter, a single tokenizer, and zero or more token
filters. Figure 5.2 is a visualization of an analyzer.

 We’ll be referencing tokenizers and token fil-
ters, which we’ll cover in more detail in the follow-
ing sections. With each analyzer, we’ll include an
example of some text that demonstrates what analy-
sis using that analyzer looks like.

STANDARD

The standard analyzer is the default analyzer for text
when no analyzer is specified. It combines sensible
defaults for most European languages by combin-
ing the standard tokenizer, the standard token fil-
ter, the lowercase token filter, and the stop token
filter. There isn’t much to say about the standard
analyzer. We’ll talk about what the standard token-
izer and standard token filter do in sections 5.4.2

The term to present 
information on

The number of 
documents this 
term occurs in

Total occurrences of 
this term in the index

Input text

Output tokens

Analyzer

Character filter

Tokenizer

Token filter

Figure 5.2 Analyzer overview
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and 5.4.3; just keep in mind that if you don’t specify an analyzer for a field, the stan-
dard analyzer will be used.

SIMPLE

The simple analyzer is just that—simple! It uses the lowercase tokenizer, which means
tokens are split at nonletters and automatically lowercased. This analyzer doesn’t work
well for Asian languages that don’t separate words with whitespace, though, so use it
only for European languages.

WHITESPACE

The whitespace analyzer does nothing but split text into tokens around whitespace—
very simple!

STOP

The stop analyzer behaves like the simple analyzer but additionally filters out stop-
words from the token stream.

KEYWORD

The keyword analyzer takes the entire field and generates a single token on it. Keep in
mind that rather than using the keyword tokenizer in your mappings, it’s better to set
the index setting to not_analyzed.

PATTERN

The pattern analyzer allows you to specify a pattern for tokens to be broken apart. But
because the pattern would have to be specified regardless, it often makes more sense
to use a custom analyzer and combine the existing pattern tokenizer with any needed
token filters.

LANGUAGE AND MULTILINGUAL

Elasticsearch supports a wide variety of language-specific analyzers out of the box.
There are analyzers for arabic, armenian, basque, brazilian, bulgarian, catalan, chi-
nese, cjk, czech, danish, dutch, english, finnish, french, galician, german, greek, irish,
hindi, hungarian, indonesian, italian, norwegian, persian, portuguese, romanian, rus-
sian, sorani, spanish, swedish, turkish, and thai. You can specify the language-specific
analyzer by using one of those names, but make sure you use the lowercase name! If
you want to analyze a language not included in this list, there may be a plugin for it
as well.

SNOWBALL

The snowball analyzer uses the standard tokenizer and token filter (like the standard
analyzer), with the lowercase token filter and the stop filter; it also stems the text using
the snowball stemmer. Don’t worry if you aren’t sure what stemming is; we’ll discuss it
in more detail near the end of this chapter.

 Before you can fully comprehend these analyzers, you need to understand the
parts that make up an analyzer, so we’ll now discuss the tokenizers that Elasticsearch
supports.
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5.4.2 Tokenization

As you may recall from earlier in the chapter, tokenization is taking a string of text
and breaking it into smaller chunks called tokens. Just as Elasticsearch includes ana-
lyzers out of the box, it also includes a number of built-in tokenizers.

STANDARD TOKENIZER

The standard tokenizer is a grammar-based tokenizer that’s good for most European
languages; it also handles segmenting Unicode text but with a default max token
length of 255. It also removes punctuation like commas and periods:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=standard' -d 'I have, 
potatoes.'

The tokens are I, have, and potatoes.

KEYWORD

Keyword is a simple tokenizer that takes the entire text and provides it as a single token
to the token filters. This can be useful when you only want to apply token filters with-
out doing any kind of tokenization:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=keyword' -d 'Hi, there.'

The tokens are Hi and there.

LETTER

The letter tokenizer takes the text and divides it into tokens at things that are not let-
ters. For example, with the sentence “Hi, there.” the tokens would be Hi and there
because the comma, space, and period are all nonletters:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=letter' -d 'Hi, there.'

The tokens are Hi and there.

LOWERCASE

The lowercase tokenizer combines both the regular letter tokenizer’s action as well as
the action of the lowercase token filter (which, as you can imagine, lowercases the
entire token). The main reason to do this with a single tokenizer is that you gain bet-
ter performance by doing both at once:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=letter' -d 'Hi, there.'

The tokens are hi and there.

WHITESPACE

The whitespace tokenizer separates tokens by whitespace: space, tab, line break, and so
on. Note that this tokenizer doesn’t remove any kind of punctuation, so tokenizing
the text “Hi, there.” results in two tokens: Hi and there:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=whitespace' -d 'Hi, there.'

The tokens are Hi and there.
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PATTERN

The pattern tokenizer allows you to specify an arbitrary pattern where text should be
split into tokens. The pattern that’s specified should match the spacing characters;
for example, if you wanted to split text on any two-digit number, you could create a
custom analyzer that breaks tokens at wherever the text .-. occurs, which would
look like this:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/pattern' -d '{
  "settings": {
    "index": {
      "analysis": {
        "tokenizer": {
          "pattern1": {
            "type": "pattern",
            "pattern": "\\.-\\."
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
}'

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/pattern/_analyze?tokenizer=pattern1' \
-d 'breaking.-.some.-.text'

The tokens are breaking, some, and text.

UAX URL EMAIL

The standard tokenizer is pretty good at figuring out English words, but these days
there’s quite a bit of text that ends up containing website addresses and email
addresses. The standard analyzer breaks these apart in places where you may not
intend; for example, if you take the example email address john.smith@example.com
and analyze it with the standard tokenizer, it gets split into multiple tokens:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=standard' \
-d 'john.smith@example.com'

The tokens are john.smith and example.com.
 Here you see it’s been split into the john.smith part and the example.com part. It

also splits URLs into separate parts:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=standard' \
-d 'http://example.com?q=foo'

The tokens are http, example.com, q, and foo.
 The UAX URL email tokenizer will preserve both emails and URLs as single tokens:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=uax_url_email' \
-d 'john.smith@example.com http://example.com?q=bar'
{
  "tokens" : [ {
    "token" : "john.smith@example.com",
    "start_offset" : 1,
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    "end_offset" : 23,
    "type" : "<EMAIL>",          
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "http://example.com?q=bar",
    "start_offset" : 24,
    "end_offset" : 48,
    "type" : "<URL>",            
    "position" : 2
  } ]
}

This can be extremely helpful when you want to search for exact URLs or email
addresses in a text field. In this case we included the response to make it visible that
the type of the fields is also set to email and url.

PATH HIERARCHY

The path hierarchy tokenizer allows you to index filesystem paths in a way where search-
ing for files sharing the same path will return results. For example, let’s assume you
have a filename you want to index that looks like /usr/local/var/log/elasticsearch.log.
Here’s what the path hierarchy tokenizer tokenizes this into:

% curl 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=path_hierarchy' \
-d '/usr/local/var/log/elasticsearch.log'

The tokens are /usr, /usr/local, /usr/local/var, /usr/local/var/log, and /usr/
local/var/log/elasticsearch.log.

 This means a user querying for a file sharing the same path hierarchy (hence the
name!) as this file will find a match. Querying for “/usr/local/var/log/es.log” will still
share the same tokens as “/usr/local/var/log/elasticsearch.log,” so it can still be
returned as a result.

 Now that we’ve touched on the different ways of splitting a block of text into differ-
ent tokens, let’s talk about what you can do with each of those tokens.

5.4.3 Token filters

There are a lot of token filters included in Elasticsearch; we’ll cover only the most
popular ones in this section because enumerating all of them would make this section
much too verbose. Like figure 5.1, figure 5.3 provides an example of three token fil-
ters: the lowercase filter, the stopword filter, and the synonym filter.

STANDARD

Don’t be fooled into thinking that the standard token filter performs complex calcula-
tion; it actually does nothing at all! In the older versions of Lucene it used to remove
the “’s” characters from the end of words, as well as some extraneous period charac-
ters, but these are now handled by some of the other token filters and tokenizers.

The output is shown; 
notice the type of 
the fields. There’s a 
default maximum of 
255 chars.
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LOWERCASE

The lowercase token filter does just that: it lowercases any token that gets passed through
it. This should be simple enough to understand:

% curl 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=keyword&filters=lowercase' -d 'HI 
THERE!'

The token is hi there!.

LENGTH

The length token filter removes words that fall outside a boundary for the minimum
and maximum length of the token. For example, if you set the min setting to 2 and the
max setting to 8, any token shorter than two characters will be removed and any token
longer than eight characters will be removed:

% curl -XPUT 'localhost:9200/length' -d '{
  "settings": {
    "index": {
      "analysis": {
        "filter": {
          "my-length-filter": {
            "type": "length",
            "max": 8,
            "min": 2
          }

share your experience with NoSql

NoSql nosql

big technologies

technologies technologies tools

tools

and

and

data

share your experience with nosql

big technologiesdata

Token filter

chain

Lowercase

Stop words

Synonyms:

technologies,

tools

Figure 5.3 Token filters accept tokens from tokenizer and prep data for indexing.
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        }
      }
    }
  }
}'

Now you have the index with the configured custom filter called my-length-filter.
In the next request you use this filter to filter out all tokens smaller than 2 or bigger
than 8.

% curl 'localhost:9200/length/_analyze?tokenizer=standard&filters=my-length-
filter&pretty=true' -d 'a small word and a longerword'

The tokens are small, word, and and.

STOP

The stop token filter removes stopwords from the token stream. For English, this
means all tokens that fall into this list are entirely removed. You can also specify a list
of words to be removed for this filter.

 What are the stopwords? Here’s the default list of stopwords for the English
language:

a, an, and, are, as, at, be, but, by, for, if, in, into, is, it, no, not, of, on, or, such, that, the, their,
then, there, these, they, this, to, was, will, with

To specify the list of stopwords, you can create a custom token filter with a list of words
like this:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/stopwords' -d'{
  "settings": {
    "index": {
      "analysis": {
        "analyzer": {
          "stop1": {
            "type": "custom",
            "tokenizer": "standard",
            "filter": ["my-stop-filter"]
          }
        },
        "filter": {
          "my-stop-filter": {
            "type": "stop",
            "stopwords": ["the", "a", "an"]
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
}'

To read the list of stopwords from a file, using either a path relative to the configura-
tion location or an absolute path, each word should be on a new line and the file must
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be UTF-8 encoded. You’d use the following to use the stop word filter configured with
a file:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/stopwords' -d'{
  "settings": {
    "index": {
      "analysis": {
        "analyzer": {
          "stop1": {
            "type": "custom",
            "tokenizer": "standard",
            "filter": ["my-stop-filter"]
          }
        },
        "filter": {
          "my-stop-filter": {
            "type": "stop",
            "stopwords_path": "config/stopwords.txt"
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
}'

A final option would be to use a predefined language list of stop words. In that case
the value for stopwords could be “_dutch_”, or any of the other predefined languages.

TRUNCATE, TRIM, AND LIMIT TOKEN COUNT

The next three token filters deal with limiting the token stream in some way:

■ The truncate token filter allows you to truncate tokens over a certain length by
settings the length parameter in the custom configuration; by default it trun-
cates to 10 characters.

■ The trim token filter removes all of the whitespace around a token; for example,
the token “ foo ” will be transformed into the token foo.

■ The limit token count token filter limits the maximum number of tokens that a
particular field can contain. For example, if you create a customized token
count filter with a limit of 8, only the first eight tokens from the stream will be
indexed. This is set using the max_token_count parameter, which defaults to 1
(only a single token will be indexed).

REVERSE

The reverse token filter allows you to take a stream of tokens and reverse each one.
This is particularly useful if you’re using the edge ngram filter or want to do leading
wildcard searches. Instead of doing a leading wildcard search for “*bar,” which is very
slow for Lucene, you can search using “rab*” on a field that has been reversed, result-
ing in a much faster query. The following listing shows an example of reversing a
stream of tokens.
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% curl 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=standard&filters=reverse' \
-d 'Reverse token filter'

{
  "tokens" : [ {
    "token" : "esreveR",            
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 7,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "nekot",              
    "start_offset" : 8,
    "end_offset" : 13,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 2
  }, {
    "token" : "retlif",           
    "start_offset" : 14,
    "end_offset" : 20,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 3
  } ]
}

You can see that each token has been reversed, but the order of the tokens has
been preserved.

UNIQUE

The unique token filter keeps only unique tokens; it keeps the metadata of the first
token that matches, removing all future occurrences of it:

% curl 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=standard&filters=unique' \
-d 'foo bar foo bar baz'

{
  "tokens" : [ {
    "token" : "foo",
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 3,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "bar",
    "start_offset" : 4,
    "end_offset" : 7,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 2
  }, {
    "token" : "baz",
    "start_offset" : 16,
    "end_offset" : 19,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 3

Listing 5.4 Example of the reverse token filter

The word “Reverse” 
that has been reversed

The word “token” that 
has been reversed

The word “filter” that 
has been reversed
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  } ]
}

ASCII FOLDING

The ascii folding token filter converts Unicode characters that aren’t part of the regu-
lar ASCII character set into the ASCII equivalent, if one exists for the character. For
example, you can convert the Unicode “ü” into an ASCII “u” as shown here:

% curl 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=standard&filters=asciifolding' -d 
'ünicode'

{
  "tokens" : [ {
    "token" : "unicode",
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 7,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 1
  } ]
}

SYNONYM

The synonym token filter replaces synonyms for words in the token stream at the same
offset as the original tokens. For example, let’s take the text “I own that automobile”
and the synonym for “automobile,” “car.” Without the synonym token filter you’d pro-
duce the following tokens:

% curl 'localhost:9200/_analyze?analyzer=standard' -d'I own that automobile'
{
  "tokens" : [ {
    "token" : "i",
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 1,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "own",
    "start_offset" : 2,
    "end_offset" : 5,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 2
  }, {
    "token" : "that",
    "start_offset" : 6,
    "end_offset" : 10,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 3
  }, {
    "token" : "automobile",
    "start_offset" : 11,
    "end_offset" : 21,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 4
  } ]
}
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You can define a custom analyzer that specifies a synonym for “automobile” like this:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/syn-test' -d'{
  "settings": {
    "index": {
      "analysis": {
        "analyzer": {
          "synonyms": {
            "type": "custom",
            "tokenizer": "standard",
            "filter": ["my-synonym-filter"]
          }
        },
        "filter": {
          "my-synonym-filter": {
            "type": "synonym",
            "expand": true,
            "synonyms": ["automobile=>car"]
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
}'

When you use it, you can see that the automobile token has been replaced by the car
token in the results:

% curl 'localhost:9200/syn-test/_analyze?analyzer=synonyms' -d'I own that 
automobile'
{
  "tokens" : [ {
    "token" : "i",
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 1,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "own",
    "start_offset" : 2,
    "end_offset" : 5,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 2
  }, {
    "token" : "that",
    "start_offset" : 6,
    "end_offset" : 10,
    "type" : "<ALPHANUM>",
    "position" : 3
  }, {
    "token" : "car",
    "start_offset" : 11,        
    "end_offset" : 21,
    "type" : "SYNONYM",
    "position" : 4

Notice that the start_offset 
and end_offset are the ones 
from automobile.
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  } ]
}

In the example you configure the synonym filter to replace the token, but it’s also pos-
sible to add the synonym token to the tokens using the filter. In that case you should
replace automobile=>car with automobile,car.

5.5 Ngrams, edge ngrams, and shingles
Ngrams and edge ngrams are two of the more unique ways of tokenizing text in Elas-
ticsearch. Ngrams are a way of splitting a token into multiple subtokens for each part
of a word. Both the ngram and edge ngram filters allow you to specify a min_gram as
well as a max_gram setting. These settings control the size of the tokens that the word is
being split into. This might be confusing, so let’s look at an example. Assuming you
want to analyze the word “spaghetti” with the ngram analyzer, let’s start with the sim-
plest case, 1-grams (also known as unigrams). 

5.5.1 1-grams

The 1-grams for “spaghetti” are s, p, a, g, h, e, t, t, i. The string has been split
into smaller tokens according to the size of the ngram. In this case, each item is a sin-
gle character because we’re talking about unigrams.

5.5.2 Bigrams

If you were to split the string into bigrams (which means a size of two), you’d get the
following smaller tokens: sp, pa, ag, gh, he, et, tt, ti.

5.5.3 Trigrams

Again, if you were to use a size of three (which are called trigrams), you’d get the
tokens spa, pag, agh, ghe, het, ett, tti.

5.5.4 Setting min_gram and max_gram

When using this analyzer, you need to set two different sizes: one specifies the smallest
ngrams you want to generate (the min_gram setting), and the other specifies the larg-
est ngrams you want to generate. Using the previous example, if you specified a
min_gram of 2 and a max_gram of 3, you’d get the combined tokens from our two pre-
vious examples:

sp, spa, pa, pag, ag, agh, gh, ghe, he, het, et, ett, tt, tti, ti

If you were to set the min_gram setting to 1 and leave max_gram at 3, you’d get even
more tokens, starting with s, sp, spa, p, pa, pag, a,....

 Analyzing text in this way has an interesting advantage. When you query for text,
your query is going to be split into text the same way, so say you’re looking for the
incorrectly spelled word “spaghety.” One way of searching for this is to do a fuzzy query,
which allows you to specify an edit distance for words to check matches. But you can
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get a similar sort of behavior by using ngrams. Let’s compare the bigrams generated
for the original word (“spaghetti”) with the misspelled one (“spaghety”):

■ Bigrams for “spaghetti”: sp, pa, ag, gh, he, et, tt, ti
■ Bigrams for “spaghety”: sp, pa, ag, gh, he, et, ty

You can see that six of the tokens overlap, so words with “spaghetti” in them would still
be matched when the query contained “spaghety.” Keep in mind that this means that
more words that you may not intend match the original “spaghetti” word, so always
make sure to test your query relevancy!

 Another useful thing ngrams do is allow you to analyze text when you don’t know
the language beforehand or when you have languages that combine words in a differ-
ent manner than other European languages. This also has an advantage in being able
to handle multiple languages with a single analyzer, rather than having to specify dif-
ferent analyzers or using different fields for documents in different languages.

5.5.5 Edge ngrams
A variant to the regular ngram splitting called edge ngrams builds up ngrams only
from the front edge. In the “spaghetti” example, if you set the min_gram setting to 2
and the max_gram setting to 6, you’d get the following tokens:

sp, spa, spag, spagh, spaghe

You can see that each token is built from the edge. This can be helpful for searching
for words sharing the same prefix without actually performing a prefix query. If you
need to build ngrams from the back of a word, you can use the side property to take
the edge from the back instead of the default front. 

5.5.6 Ngram settings
Ngrams turn out to be a great way to analyze text when you don’t know what the lan-
guage is because they can analyze languages that don’t have spaces between words. An
example of configuring an edge ngram analyzer with min and max grams would look
like the following listing.

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/ng' -d'{
  "settings": {
    "number_of_shards": 1,
    "number_of_replicas": 0,
    "index": {
      "analysis": {
        "analyzer": {
          "ng1": {
            "type": "custom",
            "tokenizer": "standard",
            "filter": ["reverse", "ngf1", "reverse"]   
          }
        },

Listing 5.5 Ngram analysis

Configures an 
analyzer for reversing, 
edge ngrams, and 
reversing again
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        "filter": {
          "ngf1": {
            "type": "edgeNgram",
            "min_gram": 2,         
            "max_gram": 6          
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
}'
% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/ng/_analyze?analyzer=ng1' -d'spaghetti'
{
  "tokens" : [ {
    "token" : "ti",              
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 9,
    "type" : "word",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "tti",             
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 9,
    "type" : "word",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "etti",            
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 9,
    "type" : "word",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "hetti",           
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 9,
    "type" : "word",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "ghetti",          
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 9,
    "type" : "word",
    "position" : 1
  } ]
}

5.5.7 Shingles
Along the same lines as ngrams and edge ngrams, there is a filter known as the
shingles filter (no, not the disease!). The shingles token filter is basically ngrams at
the token level instead of the character level.

 Think of our favorite word, “spaghetti.” Using ngrams with a min and max set to 1
and 3, Elasticsearch will generate the tokens s, sp, spa, p, pa, pag, a, ag, and so on. A
shingle filter does this at the token level instead, so if you had the text “foo bar baz”

Sets the minimum 
and maximum sizes 
for the edge ngram 
token filter

The analyzed 
tokens from the 
right side of the 
word “spaghetti”
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and used, again, a min_shingle_size of 2 and a max_shingle_size of 3, you’d gener-
ate the following tokens:

foo, foo bar, foo bar baz, bar, bar baz, baz

Why is the single-token output still included? This is because by default the shingles
filter includes the original tokens, so the original tokenizer produces the tokens foo,
bar, and baz, which are then passed to the shingles token filter, which generates the
tokens foo bar, foo bar baz, and bar baz. All of these tokens are combined to form
the final token stream. You can disable this behavior by setting the output_unigrams
option to false.

 The next listing shows an example of a shingles token filter; note that the
min_shingle_size option must be larger than or equal to 2.

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/shingle' -d '{
  "settings": {
    "index": {
      "analysis": {
        "analyzer": {
          "shingle1": {
            "type": "custom",
            "tokenizer": "standard",
            "filter": ["shingle-filter"]
          }
        },
        "filter": {
          "shingle-filter": {
            "type": "shingle",
            "min_shingle_size": 2,         
            "max_shingle_size": 3,         
            "output_unigrams": false              
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
}'
% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/shingle/_analyze?analyzer=shingle1' -d 'foo bar 

baz'
{
  "tokens" : [ {
    "token" : "foo bar",           
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 7,
    "type" : "shingle",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "foo bar baz",       
    "start_offset" : 0,
    "end_offset" : 11,

Listing 5.6 Shingle token filter example

Specifies the 
minimum and 
maximum shingle size

Tells the shingle token 
filter not to keep the 
original single tokens

The analyzed 
shingle tokens
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    "type" : "shingle",
    "position" : 1
  }, {
    "token" : "bar baz",             
    "start_offset" : 4,
    "end_offset" : 11,
    "type" : "shingle",
    "position" : 2
  } ]
}

5.6 Stemming
Stemming is the act of reducing a word to its base or root word. This is extremely handy
when searching because it means you’re able to match things like the plural of a word
as well as words sharing the root or stem of the word (hence the name stemming). Let’s
look at a concrete example. If the word is “administrations,” the root of the word is
“administr.” This allows you to match all of the other roots for this word, like “admin-
istrator,” “administration,” and “administrate.” Stemming is a powerful way of making
your searches more flexible than rigid exact matching.

5.6.1 Algorithmic stemming

Algorithmic stemming is applied by using a formula or set of rules for each token in
order to stem it. Elasticsearch currently offers three different algorithmic stemmers:
the snowball filter, the porter stem filter, and the kstem filter. They behave in almost
the same way but have some slight differences in how aggressive they are with regard
to stemming. By aggressive we mean that the more aggressive stemmers chop off more
of the word than the less aggressive stemmers. Table 5.1 shows a comparison of the dif-
ferent algorithmic stemmers.

To see how a stemmer stems a word, you can specify it as a token filter with the ana-
lyze API:

curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/_analyze?tokenizer=standard&filters=kstem' -d 
'administrators'

Use either snowball, porter_stem, or kstem for the filter to test it out.
 As an alternative to algorithmic stemming, you can stem using a dictionary, which

is a one-to-one mapping of the original word to its stem.

Table 5.1 Comparing stemming of snowball, porter stem, and kstem

stemmer administrations administrators Administrate

snowball administr administr Administer

porter_stem administr administr Administer

kstem administration administrator Administrate

The analyzed 
shingle tokens
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5.6.2 Stemming with dictionaries

Sometimes algorithmic stemmers can stem words in a strange way because they don’t
know any of the underlying language. Because of this, there’s a more accurate way to
stem words that uses a dictionary of words. In Elasticsearch you can use the hunspell
token filter, combined with a dictionary, to handle the stemming. Because of this, the
quality of the stemming is directly related to the quality of the dictionary that you use.
The stemmer will only be able to stem words it has in the dictionary.

 When creating a hunspell analyzer, the dictionary files should be in a directory
called hunspell in the same directory as elasticsearch.yml. Inside the hunspell direc-
tory dictionary for each language should be a folder named after its associated locale.
Here’s how to create an index with a hunspell analyzer:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/hspell' -d'{
    "analysis" : {
        "analyzer" : {
            "hunAnalyzer" : {
                "tokenizer" : "standard",
                "filter" : [ "lowercase", "hunFilter" ]
            }
        },
        "filter" : {
            "hunFilter" : {
                "type" : "hunspell",
                "locale" : "en_US",
                "dedup" : true
            }
        }
    }
}

The hunspell dictionary files should be inside <es-config-dir>/hunspell/en_US (replace
<es-config-dir> with the location of your Elasticsearch configuration directory). The
en_US folder is used because this hunspell analyzer is for the English language and
corresponds to the locale setting in the previous example. You can also change
where Elasticsearch looks for hunspell dictionaries by setting the indices.analysis
.hunspell.dictionary.location setting in elasticsearch.yml. To test that your ana-
lyzer is working correctly, you can use the analyze API again:

% curl -XPOST 'localhost:9200/hspell/_analyze?analyzer=hunAnalyzer' -
d'administrations'

5.6.3 Overriding the stemming from a token filter

Sometimes you may not want to have words stemmed because either the stemmer
treats them incorrectly or you want to do exact matches on a particular word. You can
accomplish this by placing a keyword marker token filter before the stemming filter in
the chain of token filters. In this keyword marker token filter, you can specify either a
list of words or a file with a list of words that shouldn’t be stemmed.
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 Other than preventing a word from being stemmed, it may be useful for you to
manually specify a list of rules to be used for stemming words. You can achieve this
with the stemmer override token filter, which allows you to specify rules like cats =>
cat to be applied. If the stemmer override finds a rule and applies it to a word, that
word can’t be stemmed by any other stemmer.

 Keep in mind that both of these token filters must be placed before any other
stemming filters because they’ll protect the term from having stemming applied by
any other token filters later in the chain.

5.7 Summary
You should now understand how Elasticsearch breaks apart a field’s text before index-
ing or querying. Text is broken into different tokens, and then filters are applied to
create, delete, or modify these tokens:

■ Analysis is the process of making tokens out of the text in fields of your docu-
ments. The same process is applied to your search string in queries such as the
match query. A document matches when its tokens match tokens from the
search string.

■ Each field is assigned an analyzer through the mapping. That analyzer can be
defined in your Elasticsearch configuration or index settings, or it could be a
default analyzer.

■ Analyzers are processing chains made up by a tokenizer, which can be preceded
by one or more char filters and succeeded by one or more token filters.

■ Char filters are used to process strings before passing them to the tokenizer. For
example, you can use the mapping char filter to change “&” to “and.”

■ Tokenizers are used for breaking strings into multiple tokens. For example, the
whitespace tokenizer can be used to make a token out of each word delimited
by a space.

■ Token filters are used to process tokens coming from the tokenizer. For exam-
ple, you can use stemming to reduce a word to its root and make your searches
work across both plural and singular versions of that word.

■ Ngram token filters make tokens out of portions of words. For example, you
can make a token out of every two consecutive letters. This is useful when you
want your searches to work even if the search string contains typos.

■ Edge ngrams are like ngrams, but they work only from the beginning or the end
of the word. For example, you can take “event” and make e, ev, and eve tokens.

■ Shingles are like ngrams at the phrase level. For example, you can generate
terms out of every two consecutive words from a phrase. This is useful when you
want to boost the relevance of multiple-word matches, like in the short descrip-
tion of a product. We’ll talk more about relevancy in the next chapter.
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